evolution of phonotactic diversity is strongly related to that of network characteristics that can be derived from population size.
Our approach goes like this: for each period of 50 years from 1150 to 2000, we computed true diversity (cf. Tuomisto, 2010) based on the respective frequency distributions of word-final consonant sequences. The resulting trajectory indicates that English phonotactics became more diverse. We then retrieved trajectories for potentially related features that fall into three categories: (a) linguistic features (size of diphone inventory; consonant-inventory size; syntheticity; analyticity; cf. Szmrecsanyi, 2012) , (b) socio-geographic features (population size; populated area; population density of the English speaking community; estimates taken from Wrigley & Schofield, 1981 and more recent census data), and (c) network features directly derived from population size under the assumption of a scale-free small-world network (network diameter; clustering coefficient; Barabási, 2016) . In total, this amounts to ten trajectories.
In order to compare the trajectories to each other and to find out which development matches that of phonotactic diversity best, we use autocorrelationdriven time-series clustering (this has -in contrast to e.g. Pearson or Minkowskidistance based procedures -the advantage of also taking the temporal structure into account; see Montero & Vilar, 2014 and references therein). We find that the evolution of phonotactic diversity correlates most strongly with that of the computed clustering coefficient (albeit in a negative way: high clustering corresponding to low diversity) and with the trajectories of population density, populated area and network diameter (all positively correlated). Phonotactic inventory size (i.e. diversity as measured in Rama, 2013) correlates less strongly with factors in that group (which entails as a corollary that dynamics in phonotactic diversity are not just a reflex of increased lexical diversity due to loan import etc.). The remaining trajectories (notably population size together with the other linguistic features) form separate groups.
Our analysis yields a number of insights. First, it suggests that it is probably not population size itself (and associated exposure to drift effects) which directly affects linguistic evolution but rather more immediate (but related) factors that determine the amount and heterogeneity of linguistic interactions. Indeed, increased clustering (i.e. the tendency of forming small groups) has been shown to decrease growth of new variants (Miller, 2009) . Likewise, high population density can be argued to promote the spread of linguistic constituents (even if they a priori have deficient reproductive properties like sequences of consonants in the prosodically weak coda-position). Second, on a more methodological level, we argue that language-dating methods which are based on phonotactic diversity (Rama, 2013 ) must take population size and related factors into account in order to prevent the method from just reflecting world-wide population increase in the past centuries. Finally, in agreement with Bybee (2011) , we stress that measures of linguistic diversity which also take token frequency into account (such as entropy or true diversity) might be more profitable for the research on language evolution than counts of types (e.g. phoneme or diphone inventory size, lexicon size).
